Competence ImpliesCredibility
By GIUSEPPEMOSCARINI*

The (reputationfor) competenceof a central bank at doing its job makes monetary
policy under discretion credible and transparent. Based on its reading of the
state of the economy, the central bank announces its policy intentions to the
public in a cheap-talk game. The precision of its private signal measures its
competence. Thefineness of the equilibriummessage space measures its credibility
and transparency. This is increasing in the competence/inflationbias ratio: the
public expects a competent central bank to use its discretion more to pursue its
"objective" targets than to surprise expectations and stimulate output. (JEL E52,
E58)

In the 1990s the Chairmanof the Board of
Governorsof the FederalReserve System, Alan
Greenspan,acquired a near-magicalreputation
for competence in his conduct of monetarypolicy. At the same time, US monetary policy
became increasingly transparent.In his public
briefings and testimony before Congress,
Greenspan consistently described the Fed's
view of the macroeconomic outlook and his
own approachto monetarypolicy. Minutes of
the FederalOpen MarketCommittee'smeetings
were publishedwith decreasingdelay. Investors
became quite familiarwith Greenspan'sreasoning (transparency)and trusted his judgement
(competence).1

The increasingtransparencyin the Fed's conduct of monetarypolicy is part, and certainly a
cause, of a worldwide trend (Petra Geraats
2002; Ben Bernanke 2004). Central bankers
surveyed by Alan S. Blinder (1999) and economists surveyedby SandraWaller and Jakobde
Haan (2004) answered that credibility is the
main asset of a centralbank, and the best way to
build a reputation for credibility is a track
record of honesty, namely "matchingdeeds to
words," and transparency.The EuropeanCentral Bank (ECB) is no exception to this trend,
but its communication with the private sector
appeared, at least early on, less effective and
credible thanthe GreenspanFed. The ECB does
not enjoy such a great reputationfor competence, due both to its shortertrackrecordand to
the more complex task it faces in a newly
minted monetaryunion of heterogeneouseconomies, lacking fiscal policy coordination. Indeed, the competence of a central bank (CB)
should be judged relative to the complexity of
the task it faces.
In this paper we argue that the positive correlation, both over time and across central
banks, between reputationfor competence and
transparencyin the conduct of monetarypolicy
is not a coincidence. Simply put, (a reputation
for) competence implies credibility and transparency. A CB that commands the respect of
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' Despite
Greenspan's reputation for cryptic wording,
during his tenure the Fed conveyed an increasing flow of
information.As an example of Fedpeak,in August 2005 the
Fed raised the target FederalFunds rate by 25 basis points
and wrote: "[...] longer-terminflation expectations remain
well contained [...]." A monthlater, after hurricaneKatrina
hit and energy prices spiked,the Fed reissued the statement,
without the qualifier"well." This apparentlyminor change

of wording was unanimouslyinterpretedas a clearly hawkish signal for the months to come. Subsequent monetary
tightening confirmedthis interpretation.
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the private sector (P) for clarity of vision can
more credibly communicate its intentions and
motivate its actions vis-a-vis P. Competence
ameliorates the credibility problem that originates from an inflation bias, or reputation
thereof, through a purely strategicchannel.
The intuitionbehind this argumentis as follows. Given P's inflationexpectations,CB faces a
trade-offbetween two partiallyconflictingobjectives: choosingthe most appropriate
policy, given
its readingof the state of the economy, and surprisingexpectationsby an appropriateamountto
stimulateoutput.2Flexibility and discretionare
beneficialto the formerobjective,but detrimental
to the latter.A competentCB trustsits ownjudgement aboutwhatneeds to be done,given the state
of the economy. So, it uses its discretionmore to
to the circumstancesthanto
set policy appropriate
surprise inflation expectations and to stimulate
output.Therefore,it is less inclined to lie. This
fact triggers a strategicinteractionthat leads to
credibilityin equilibrium.Since P believes CB
more, CB can manage expectationsmore effectively, andcan tell smallerlies to stimulateoutput.
Thatis, the more credibleit is, the less it needs to
exaggerateits claims. In turn,this reinforcesits
credibility,and so on and so forth.For a central
banker,this gain in credibilitycan be a powerful
motive, beyondcareerconcernsa la Bengt HolmstriSm(1982), to acquireand to maintaina reputationfor competence.
Following MatthewCanzoneri(1985), we extend a static version of RobertBarroand David
Gordon's(1983) classic monetarypolicy game to

2

Albeit centralto a vast academic literature,time inconsistency has received an increasingly cold reception by
centralbankers.Blinder (1998) states that,duringhis stint at
the Fed's Board, the issue of surprisingexpectations never
appeared on the agenda. Similarly, Otmar Issing, as an
Executive Board Member of the ECB, has argued that the
ECB is not in the business of surprisingexpectations.These
statements, however, do not diminish in any way the importance of time inconsistency, which truly concerns a
counterfactual:if for some reason P were to expect a (say)
zero inflation rate, would CB want to choose a monetary
stimulusthat acceleratesgrowth and also generatespositive
inflation?We contend that the answer is likely to be: Yes!
The point is that, because of this, inflationis rarelyexpected
to be zero, as rationalexpectationscannotbe fooled (systematically),andthereis indeedno pointin tryingto createfurther
surprises.Therefore,we maintainthattime inconsistencyfrom
inflationbias remainsa significantimpedimentto the credibility of at least some types of statementsby CBs.
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allow for CB's privateinformationaboutthe state
of the economy.Ourmain innovationis to make
this CB's observation-or "judgment,"in Lars
Svensson's (2003) terminology-of the state of
the economy noisy, and to studythe effect of the
precision of this noise, that we referto as CB's
competence,on policy communication.The more
competentCB, the clearer an idea it has about
what to do. Afterobservingits privatesignal,CB
sends to P a message aboutthe requiredinflation
target in a "cheaptalk" Bayesian game, in the
style of Vincent P. Crawfordand Joel Sobel's
(1982) classic model of partisanadvice. P then
formulatesits rational expectationsof inflation
(and accordinglysets some prices) based on the
informationit can extractfrom CB's announcement. Finally,given P's expectations,CB takes a
monetarypolicy actionthatultimatelydetermines
the rates of inflationand output.The finenessof
the equilibriummessage space is a measureof
monetarypolicy's transparency:withoutcredible
the motivesfor the finalmonprecommunication,
remain
action
etarypolicy
unexplainedandunverifiable to P, thus opaque and open to different
Thus, we provideone of the first
interpretations.
formaldefinitionsof transparencyof the motives
of monetarypolicy.
We obtainthe following formalresults.If and
only if CB has an inflationbias, in equilibrium
truth-tellingis impossibleand communicationis
coarse. CB observes signals of the optimalinflation target from a continuum,but can credibly
announce many of them only finitely. Among
multiple equilibriaof the communicationgame,
one with two messages always exists, where CB
can announce only the qualitativedirection of
monetarypolicy. In the equilibriumwith the most
communication,both the fineness of the equilibrium message space and P's ability to forecast
CB's future actions increase with competence.
Thatis, competenceimpliescredibility.This centralresultderivesfromourassumptionof conflicting objectives in CB's preferences.In fact, we
show thatthe effect of competenceon credibility
vanishes with the weight that CB's preferences
monetarypolicy, the limplace on the appropriate
itingcase beingthatof a CB-senderwho has-just
like in the classic Crawfordand Sobel gameonly one biased objective,in this case to surprise
expectationsof inflation.
The strategicimpact of competence on communicationcan be decomposed in two separate
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effects. The first is the power of the words that
CB trades off against its inflation bias. Formally, CB's bias/competence ratio constrains
the equilibriummessage space. The more precise is CB's informationabout the state of the
economy, the more weight it puts on doing
something about it, relative to surprising P's
expectations;the more weight (relative to prior
beliefs) P puts on CB's announcementin forming these expectations,the less CB needs to lie
to surpriseexpectationsand to stimulateoutput,
and the more credible its announcements.The
second effect is the credibility of likely announcements. A more competent CB is relatively less likely to observe and to announcethe
need for extreme monetary policy measures.
Thus, it is less credible in the rare instances
when extreme measures are in fact called for,
but more credible in fine-tuning the frequent
small deviations of the inflation target from its
long-run mean.
We presentan algorithmto compute all equilibria of the communicationgame, and we provide some numerical examples with realistic
parameter values. Technically, Crawford and
Sobel's (1982) algorithm does not apply because they confine their analysis to a bounded
set of states of nature,while we rely on Gaussian distributionsto obtain a naturalparameterization of competence. Nonetheless, in our
unbounded Gaussian model, also, the equilibrium message space is always finite.
Finally, we address some extensions. Alternative sources of uncertainty yield the same
result and intuition. Repeatedplay of the same
game generates a larger equilibrium set. We
study sequential equilibria supported by grim
trigger: if CB ever lies, P never heeds its announcementsagain. We show that a sufficiently
competent, patient, and unbiased CB can sustain truth-tellingin equilibrium.In this sense,
competence still implies credibility. Otherwise,
as in the static case, equilibriastill take the form
of a partition that can be constructed from a
known algorithm.
This discussion adds a new dimension to the
endless debate on rules versus discretion in
monetary policy. The world is too complex to
be dealt with by a single rule. Commitmentto a
rule has a cost in terms of flexibility in addressing each new situation with an appropriateresponse. This loss of flexibility is behind
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Svensson's (2003) stance against the adoption
of Taylor-like instrumentrules, and in favor of
explicit targets. But a more competent CB
knows better how to use the freedom afforded
by discretion. Thus it has a strongerincentive,
and a more crediblereason in P's eyes, to reject
binding rules. The beneficial effect of CB's
competence on flexibility adds to that on transparency, to work against any kind of commitment, and in favor of case-by-case evaluation,
followed by a transparentexplanation to P of
the outcome of the analysis of the state of the
economy. Indeed, the Greenspan Fed never
adopted any explicit rule.
This principle applies to other monetarypolicy biases, such as the "stabilization bias"
(RichardClarida,Jordi Gall, and Mark Gertler
1999), and reasons to hide information,such as
the "CNBC effect" of monetary policy announcements (Stephen Morris and Hyun Shin
2002), as well as to all kinds of public announcementsby policymakers,such as electoral
campaign promises. Often, and justifiably so,
public opinion discounts policy statementssuch as claims on the effects of a proposed tax
cut-as possibly motivated by some kind of
political (preference) bias. At the same time,
people heed such announcementsmore if they
consider their sender authoritativeand competent on the issues. Competenceof the messagesender enhances the scope for successful
communicationand coordination,not only because more accurateinformationis more valuable to its receiver, but also because it soothes
the receiver's concerns about the hidden motives behind the sender's message. Indeed, the
basic result and intuition likely extend to all
communication games where the sender has
conflicting objectives that are smooth in actions
and states of nature.
Section I reviews the relevantliterature,Section II presents the model, Section III characterizes equilibrium communication, Section
IV presents the key comparative statics, Section V illustrates some numerical examples,
Section VI demonstrates some extensions,
and Section VII concludes.
I. RelatedLiterature
The relevance of CB's private information
and the consequent signaling role of monetary
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policy are the subjectof an ongoing debate (see
Alex Cukierman 1995). Christina Romer and
David Romer (2000) present evidence that the
Fed's inflation forecasts contain valuable private information, relative to commercial forecasts. In contrast, Blinder (1998) and others
argue that the Fed knows privatelyonly its own
intentions, because the relevant economic data
are publicly and readily available. One may
reply that research departmentsafford CBs a
superiorability to process the availabledata. In
our model, this issue is moot: a CB's private
informationcan be interpretedas its own subjective view of the macroeconomic outlook, a
view that plays a purely strategicrole. We assume that P is interested only in correctly anticipating CB's moves, and does not care about
the state of the economy per se. Credible communicationdevelops as long as CB believes that
its own opinion is informativeabout economic
fundamentals and that P does agree on this,
even if, in fact, P does not.
Canzoneri (1985) argues that the standard
solutions to time inconsistency are inadequate
when CB has private informationon a state of
the economy. He extends in this direction a
static monetary policy game a la Barro and
Gordon (1983). The timing of events makes
cheap talk communicationredundant:the inflation/output trade-off originates from a wagecontractingmodel, where P sets nominal wages
before CB observes the state and chooses its
policy. But, if the game were repeated, any
serial correlation in the state of the economy
would create a scope for communication. To
keep the analysis of communicationtractable,
we obtain the same effect by changing the timing of events in the static game.3 Later, we
address the repeated game.
Ourapproachto cheaptalkcommunicationfollows Crawfordand Sobel's (1982) classic model
of partisanadvice,andthe vastliteraturegenerated

3 Susan Athey, AndrewAtkeson,and PatrickKehoe
(2005) analyzea repeatedversionof Canzoneri's(1985)
game,but assumei.i.d. states,the only (andnongeneric)
case precludingcommunication.
Therefore,explicitincenfromCB. Thebest
tives areneededto extractinformation
of the revelationgame,society'soptimal"dyequilibrium
balancesflexfortheCB,appropriately
namicmechanism"
restrictionto moderate
ibilitywith a simpleinflation-cap
timeinconsistency.
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by this seminal contribution.In their model, a
senderobserveswithoutnoise a stateof natureand
announces a message to a receiver. The two
agents have genuinely incongruentpreferences
over the state and the receiver's action. In our
model, the receiver(P) caresonly aboutthe sender's (CB) final action (monetary policy),4 not
about the state of naturethat CB observes with
noise, andCB has an inflationbias, measuringthe
degreeof time inconsistency.JeremyStein(1989)
shows, in a differentmonetarypolicy game, that
time inconsistencyinduces the senderto lie, just
like a genuinepreferencebias. Ourcontributionis
to identifythe beneficialeffects of competenceon
credibility.
The literatureon cheap talk advice has not
exploredthe comparativestaticseffects of changing the sender'scompetence,formallyequivalent
to changingthe distributionof statesof nature,on
equilibriumcommunication."The one exception
is Marco Ottaviani (2000). In his model, the
sender can observe a uniformlydistributedstate
with a precisionthatshe may choose covertly;so
the issue is moralhazard,as opposedto our "adverse selection-reputational"
view of precisionas
competence.The senderjust speaks, and the receiver cares only about the objective informational content of the message, in the style of
Crawfordand Sobel (1982). So, thereis no "credibility"in the usualtime-inconsistencysense, because thereareno deeds (sender'sfinal action)to
matchto words (message).In contrast,in Roland
B6nabouand Guy Laroque(1992), the message
senderis an insidertraderwho has only one (biased) objective,to make money out of othertraders, buthas valuableprivateinformationaboutthe
fundamentalvalue of the asset. In theirProposition 5 they show thatthe fewer the noise traders,
who do not incorporateinformationinto theirdecisions, the more "powerful"is the insider'sannouncements,the strongerhis temptationto lie,
4 M3 is a good exampleof a variablethatthe private
sectorpaidattentionto mostlybecausetheBundesbank
did
(andtheECBstilldoes),so it helpedforecastits intentions,
not becauseit was necessarilyof anyrealrelevanceto the
economy.
(1990)is theseminalcontribution
5 DavidAusten-Smith
on partisanadvice with noise in the observationof the
andMarco
stateof nature.RolandBmnabou
payoff-relevant
Battaglini(2003)allowfor multiplenoisyexperts.Neither
staticseffectsof noiseon
articleconsidersthecomparative
communication.
equilibrium
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andthelowerhis credibility.
Thisis theopposite
of ourresultandoriginates
fromthesingleobjectiveof thesender.Inourcontext,CBmustbalance
twopotentially
conflicting
objectives:
stimulating
anddoingthe
expectations,
outputby surprising
rightthinggiventhe stateof theeconomy.
From a technical viewpoint, most of the
literatureon partisanadvicemadetwo convenient assumptions,which we show to have
substantiveconsequences.First is a bounded
statespace,whichfails to guaranteeexistence
of an equilibriumwith communication,while
in ourunboundedsettinga two-messageequilibriumalways exists. Second, in solved examples, is an uninformative(uniform)prior,
whicheliminatesby constructionthe effect of
competenceon the distributionof privatesignals, thus on the "credibility of likely
announcements."
Two otherroles of competencein strategic
communicationhave received attention.The
firstis the concernthatanadvisormayhavefor
his reputationfor competence(Morris1997;
OttavianiandPeterSorensen2006),whichdistortscheaptalk adviceindependently
of bias.
The secondis the coordination
of expectations.
Morrisand Shin (2002) study the effects of
when,as in MichaelWoodpublicinformation
ford (2003), privateinformationis dispersed
amongprivateagents,whoseactionsarestrateIn a monetarypolicycontext,
gic complements.
CB's actions signal its valuableinformation
aboutthe stateof the economy,but also coordinatethe beliefs andactionsof privateagents,
who thenplace too muchweighton CB's polThesocialmarginalbenefit
icy/announcements.
of CB's competenceis initiallynegative,becausea modestincreasein theaccuracyof CB's
informationaboutfundamentalsamplifiesthe
undesirablecoordination.Similarly, in our
modelcompetenceis thepowerof CB's words
in P's expectations.P weighs these words
againstits priorbeliefson the stateof nature,
becauseit hasno privateinformation
of its own.
Therefore,competenceis alwaysbeneficial,because it worksagainsttime inconsistency,the
impedimentto communication.
II. The Model

Ourtwo playersarea centralbank(CB)and
theprivatesector(P).Theeconomyis described
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by an output-gapversion of the natural-rate
Phillipscurve:
(1)

y = s(ir-

x),

wherey is the growthrateof realoutput(or of
minusthe outputgap),w7
is the rateof inflation,
x is P's rationalexpectationof inflationconditionalon its information
set Dp,
x

=

E[wrID],

ands > 0 measuresthe sensitivityof outputto
inflationforecasterrors,namelythe degreeof
nominalrigidityin the economy.
CB controls7rto minimizea quadraticloss
function
L(y, 7r)= E[(y - b)2

- )20c,
7T*
+A(Trwhereb is desiredoutputgrowthrate,7r*is the
averagelevel of desiredinflation,w is a shock
to desiredinflation,A > 0 is therelativeweight
on inflation,andthe expectationis conditioned
on CB's information0cB.P has possiblya differentinformationset, andits actionis to formulatethe expectationof inflationx andto set
somenominalprices(e.g.,wages)accordingly.6
Whenall parameters
and shockrealizations
are publicinformation,as is well known,this
game has a uniqueNash equilibriumoutcome
with y = 0 and
s

(2)

= =
+ b+
r x r* A
t.

This outcomeis inefficientif CB is biased,
namelyif CB attemptsto attaina growthrateb
different(we assumelarger)thantheoney = 0
dictatedby correctexpectations.
In fact,in this
6
As shown by Canzoneri(1985), t can representseveral
shocks affecting the economy, such as money demand
shocks, or the effectiveness of monetary policy at that
particularjuncture.In Section VI we append o to the supply
curve (1) to capturea cost shock. The formal analysis and
results are essentially the same.
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case the equilibriumloss is positive,b2(1 +
s2/A) > 0, while it would be 0 if CB could
committo the Stackelberginflationrate 7r =
x = nr*+ w.Thisis a simpleillustration
of the
time-inconsistencyor inflation-biasproblem
whichhas preoccupiedmonetaryeconomistsin
the last decades.
We assume,instead,thato is uncertainand
drawnfrom
co-- J(0,

1),

wherethe meanandvarianceof the statew are
normalized
to 0 and1 withoutloss in generality.
butnoisy
CB privatelyobservesan informative
of
signal o:
=o + e

where

N

e--

g(0,
o).

Bayesianupdatingimplies

wo - '(H , 1 - H),

The privatesignal 0 captureseitherprivate
informationthatCB has aboutthe stateof the
economy,or just CB's (in Svensson's(2003)
of the state of the
terminology)"judgement"
economy. The economy is hit by different
shocks, as summarizedby o, and the more
and/orinterpretation
preciseCB's observations
of these shocks,namelythe lowerthe variance
o andthe higherthe competenceH, the more
precisean ideaCB has of whatto do aboutit.7
To illustratethetrade-offfacedby CB in this
game, considerthe commitmentsolution.CB
chooses an inflationrate subjectto the constraintof not surprisingexpectations:
+ AE[(rr- 7- - co)2l0]}
rC(O)= argmin{(-b)2
7=
+H

-

*

+ HO.

WhenCB cannotcommit,it has an incentiveto
surpriseexpectations.As we will see shortly,
the "optimalsurprise"(bestresponseto expectationsx) is
s2x + XA
rC(O)+ sb

s2+ A

wherewe introducethe convenientnotation

which reducesto the commitmentsolutionif

1

H-

[0, 1]

E1+
2E

This measures
to denoteCB's "competence."

CB's ability, relative to the difficulty of the
problem as parameterizedby ,_ = 1, to cor-

the stateof the econrectlyobserveor interpret
omy o. For futurereference,notice that the
unconditional(from the point of view of the
of CB's privatesiguninformed
P) distribution
nal is
~
0 = o + e -N(0,

b = 0 and x =

,rBR.

Clearly, information is

valuable,andCB wouldlike to coordinateactual and expectedinflationon 7rc(O),which
dependson the signal 0 thatit receivedabout
the stateof theeconomy.But,if P believesthat
CB will play the commitmentsolution,x =
7rC(O),and CB is biased, then

+
T(BR,C)= Cr
s2

sb
+

k

7TC

1 + or) = N(0, 1/H).

The timingof the gameis as follows:
to P a message
1. CB observes0 andannounces
A (silenceis a message);
2. P formulatesrationalexpectationsof inflationx conditionalon A;
3. CB choosesthe optimalinflationrate
7n'(0,
A), whichdependson bothits privateinforA.
mation0 andits announcement

7 It is immaterialwhether P believes 0 to be genuinely
informativeof the state of the economy t, or 0 just represents CB's own view of the economy, which might be
totally uninformativeabout o from P's viewpoint. The role
of 0 for P is purely strategic; P cares about what CB
believes, even if P has no confidence whatsoever in CB's
competence, because P is concerned only with anticipating
CB's moves. Of course, CB has to believe that P believes 0
to be informative,even if P really does not. This is another
difference from Morris and Shin (2002), where public announcementsplay both an allocative role, and a signaling
role of genuinely valuable informationabout fundamentals.
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CB wants to surpriseexpectations by inflating
the economy. Thus, CB faces a dilemma.On the
one hand, it wants to do "the right thing," by
settingpolicy to a level 7rC(O)
appropriateto the
perceived state of the economy HO, and make
sure that expectations are coordinated accordingly. On the other hand,it wants to induce low
expectationsto surprisethem with high inflation
and stimulateoutput.The higher competenceH,
the more weight CB puts on its view of whatthe
economy needs and the less on surprisingexpectations. In the following sections, we develop this analysis formally.

In anyPBEC,afterCB announcesa message
an
A, P "believesit."Formally,P reformulates
expectationof inflation

III. Communicationand Transparencyof
MonetaryPolicy

The necessaryand sufficientfirst-order
conditionfor anoptimalinflationrateyieldsa unique
best responseto P's expectationsx(A):

In this section we characterize the set of
equilibriaof the communicationgame. Without
loss of generality, we can restrict attention to
messages that are subsets of the real line such
thatannouncingthe set A means saying that 0 E
A. A Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibriumwith
Communication(PBEC) is a measurablepartition 6Aof R and a set of beliefs about 0 with the
following properties. For all A E 4, if CB
announces A to P, P "believes" it, namely P
updatesits beliefs about 0 in a Bayesian fashion
from the prior X(0, 1/H) to a posteriorPr(0j0E
A). If CB makes any otherannouncementnot in
4, P assimilates it to some message A' E A.
After announcing A, CB chooses the optimal
inflation rate rr.Anticipatingthe consequences
of any announcement,a CB that privately observes 0 E A has no incentivesto send any other
message than A.
When 64 = R, no communication takes
place: there always exists a fully nonrevealing
equilibrium,equivalent to "babbling,"where P
believes nothing thatCB says. When every A E
-A is a singleton, we have full communication,
or truth-telling.
A. Equilibriumfor a Given Policy
Announcement
We find equilibriaof this game by backward
induction. First, for every CB's private observation 0 ("type"), we fix the announcementA
and find the equilibriuminflationrate in(0,A) of
the policy subgame. Second, we find the equilibrium announcement.

x(A) = E[TIrl0
EA].

Givenits type 0 andpreviousannouncement
A,
CB solves
=-E[(sir - sx(A) - b)2
min{L(A, rIO)
+

)2

- ir*+ A(7i

A)
TBR(0,

(3)

Arr*+ sb + s2x(A)+ AHO
s2 + A

P's rationalexpectationof inflation(best response)satisfies
x(A) = E[errBR(0,
A)OC
E A]
Arr*+ sb + s2x(A) + AHO(A)
s2

x

ax

where

0(A) = E[0

C
E A] =

dO

f

I
A

e-H(02/2)dO
aOe-H(02/2)

is P's expectationof 0 given the believedannouncement(that0 E) A. Solvingfor x(A):
(4)

sb
x(A) = r* + A + HO(A).

Notice that the effect of the inflation bias b on
equilibriumexpected inflationx is amplifiedby
s and is dampenedby A: the largers, the more
responsive is output to inflation surprises, and
the strongerthe temptationfor CB to inflate the
economy, while the higher A, the more costly to
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CB is (off-target)inflation.Noticealso thatthe
equilibriumexpectedinflationx(A) from (4)
with incompleteinformationequalsthe one of
the completeinformationgame,(2), wherethe
estimatedinflationtargetHO(A)givenCB's announcementreplacesthe trueinflationtargetw.
ReplacingP's best responsex(A) from (4)
intoCB'sbestresponse(3) andcollectingterms
gives an equilibriuminflationrate
A)= 7* +
7r(O8,

sb

+ H s20(A)
s2 +

+ AO0

In turn,replacingbothx(A) and7r(O,
A) intothe
curve
an
(1) gives equilibriumgrowth
supply
rateof output

MARCH2007

where in the last line we use E[(HO-

(5)

L(I0)=

s2H2

Notice that, if the effect of CB's announcement
on P's beliefs about the state of the economy,
O(A), is higher than the signal 0 that CB truly
observed, then P expects too high inflation and
this depresses real activity.
Finally, conditional on the privaterealization
of the optimal inflation target 0 and on the
message A that CB announces about 0, the
expected loss in equilibriumis

1 ax(0')0)
gL(00)
for every A, A' GA,
E
every 0 E A, with 0 =
E[[TICE A], and 0' = Eo['lTE A'].
Using (5) and simplifying terms, this is

= L(y(O,A), 7r(O,A))

s2H22

+
+
E

)

-- s2
A

s2H2(

S

H-

0-s2

S2H2
s

(A)
2

++
0(A)-2

b)

(o
(

b)

-

0)

The Incentive Compatibility (IC) constraint
that PBEC announcementsin 3Amust satisfy is
that, when observing 0, CB prefers to report
message 0 = E[010E A] ratherthan any other
message in A. Formally,

ax(AI0)
- O(A))

(02-+ 0)2- 2bsH(O-

B. Incentive-CompatiblePolicy
Announcements

0- 0(A)
=sH s2 + A

((
E[(sA-H(O
)
s
0

=

+ b2(1 + s2/A) + A(1 - H).

A6 s20(A) +
y(O, A) = sHs2(A)+ax
sHO(A),

=

ao)210]

= 1 - H and collect terms. This
Var[wol0]
functionmeasuresthe incentivesto announce
any messageA for a CB thatobserveda signal
0 of the stateof the economyandexpectsto be
believedby P.
We noticea key fact. Since only P's expectationof 0, givena messageA E A, mattersfor
payoffs,we can replacemessagesA withnumbers0 = E[010E A], withtheinterpretation
that
saying"0"means"0belongsto the setA where
0 has mean0."Thisfactenormouslysimplifies
the analysis.So we will write

2

HO

- 8(A)]
- 2bsH[O
+ A(1- H),
+ b2(1+ s2/A)

0

- 0)2

2bsH(O - 0)

-

-

)

-

s2 +A-

2bsH(
2bsH(6

-

0').

Dividing through by H2s2Ah(s2+ A) > 0 and
rearranging,we finally obtain a quite simple
inequality:

(6)

(0 - 0')(0 + 0' - 20 + q) 5 O,

where
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b(7) +

(7)A
is a normalizedbias/competence
ratio.
This composite parameterplays a critical
role: it increaseswith CB's inflationbias b
and decreaseswith CB's competenceH and
with CB's conservatism(weighton inflation)
A. Intuitively,CB's incentivesto engineera
high unexpectedinflationincreasein its bias
b and decreasein its cost of inflationA. The
dependenceof q on the sensitivityof outputto
inflationsurprisess is ambiguous,as
&q
()s

2b (A
AH

s

E A"],andevery0 E A,
Eo[rTC
20 - 0 - q
- q
2(9)" 20

when
when

libriumpartition)only if this lie 0' is so far from
0 relative to the candidate equilibrium announcement0 that saying 0' and being believed
will excessively mislead inflation expectations,
and weigh on the inflationtermof the social loss
function.
C. EquilibriumCharacterization
We now assume that a PBEC exists, and we
illustrate some of its properties. In the next
subsection we will tackle existence. First, we
confirm a well-known fact.
PROPOSITION1 (Communicationis coarse):
In any PBEC, truth-telling(0 = 0 for all 8)
is impossible if and only if b > 0.

This is due to two countervailing effects of
nominal rigidity s on CB's incentives to inflate
the economy. A large s makes inflation surprises very "productive"in terms of outputgap.
Therefore, when s is large, on one hand P expects CB to be proneto deception;on the other
CB does not need to deceive P by much to attain
the desired output growth b. Which of the two
effects dominatesdependson conservatismA. If
s a VA/, then P knows that CB prefers moderate inflation surprises,because inflation is more
important than output to CB; so the second
effect dominates and q is decreasing in s. Both
s and A are scale-free parameters.As we will
arguein Section V, s is likely to be significantly
below 1, while modem central banks are generally believed to care more aboutinflationthan
about real activity (A > 1), so (8) is generally
negative.
We can manipulate(6) to obtain an IC constraintin simplerform:for every A, A', A"C4,
E
with 0 = E0[rITE A], 0' = Eo[T|TE A'], 0" =

('
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8' < 0.
0",>0

The intuition behind these incentives constraints is simple. CB would like P to expect
low inflation and to surpriseP to boost growth
closer to the bliss rate b. Thus, when observing
0, CB prefers not to tell a lie 0' (anothermessage that P would believe, as part of the equi-

PROOF:
Under truth-telling, CB reveals its type 0
credibly, so P believes any pointwise announcement, i.e., 0 can be any real number. But then
for 0 = 0, the first line in (9) reads 0
0' +
<
=
for
all
is
real
numbers
0'
0
which
0,
0 q
>
if
and
if
b
0,
clearly impossible
namely
only
q > 0. The converse is straightforward.
Second, it is immediate from (9) that if type
prefers
message 0 to 0' < 0, then so do all
0
types 0 > 0. Conversely, if 0 prefersmessage 0
over 0" > 0, then so do all 0 < 0. It follows:
LEMMA 1: In any PBEC, all CB's types 0 who
send the same message belong to a connected
set, either an interval or a (half-)line.
In light of these results, a PBEC is a collection of intervals[Ok,0k+ 1) C R such that:(a) all
CB's types 0 E [0k, Ok+1) send the message
(10)

Ok -E[O IOk

0 <Ok +1],

and (b) if inflationexpectationsare based on Ok,
then no other message will give a smaller expected loss, conditional on 0.
To satisfy all Incentive Compatibility (IC)
constraints, it suffices to impose that each
boundary type CB's 0k be indifferentbetween
the message Ok> 0k,that it and its right-neighbors 0k + e for some e > 0 are supposed to
send, and the message Ok-_ < 0k, that its leftneighbors 0k - e are supposed to send. Be-
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cause, then, from (9), all 0 > Okstrictlyprefer0k
to Ok- , so their IC constraintis satisfied when
comparing their equilibriummessage Okto the
largest smaller message Ok-1, and a fortiori to
all smaller messages
At the same time,
Ok- 1-j.
again from (9), all 0 < Okstrictlyprefer Ok- 1 to
Ok,so their IC constraintis satisfiedwhen comparing their equilibrium_messageOk_1 to the
smallest larger message Ok,and a fortiori to all
largermessages Ok+j. When this holds for all k,
all IC constraints are automatically satisfied,
strictly so for 0 in the interiorof each interval,
and weakly so for boundarytypes.
From (9), the required indifference condition for the boundary type f_k+ 1 between the
two nearbymessages Okand Ok+ can be written
as follows:
(11)

Ok+l

= 20k+l - q -

From (11), the critical parameterq, the normalized bias/competenceratio, bounds the fineness of the equilibrium message space. First,
suppose that CB observes 0 and in equilibrium
announces Ok> 0. For every lower message
Ok-1 < Ok that is part of the equilibrium,we
deduce from (11):
Ok> 0

Ok+ k- + q
2
=
--Ok

Rearranging, messages have to be at least q
apart:Ok- Ok- 1 > q. Using this inequalityone
step forward (at k + 1),_(11) again yields q <
Ok+ - Ok= 2(0k+I - Ok)- q, which implies
the sharperrestriction
Ok+ -

If we interpretthe fineness of the equilibrium
message space as monetary policy's transparency, we obtain:
PROPOSITION2 (Maximum transparencyof
monetarypolicy): In any PBEC, messages sent
by CB to P about the optimal inflationrate are
intervals [Ok, Ok+) whose boundaries and
means with respect to the prior beliefs Ok=
E[0O0k 0 < Ok+ 1] are spaced more than q
apart, namely Ok- Ok+ > q and 0k+1 - k >
q. Therefore, the normalized bias/competence
ratio q constrainsthe transparencyof monetary
policy.
Next, we show that the sequence {Ok) is
bounded both below and above. For this we
need an auxiliary:

Ok

LEMMA 2 (Form of the equilibriummessage
space): A PBEC is a partition of the real line
into intervals {[Ok, k-1)}, where {Ok) is an
increasing, possibly doubly infinite, sequence
which solves (10) and (11).

(12)
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k> q

The upper bound of each interval must be at
least q larger than the mean of 0 on that
interval. Since Ok< Ok,this also implies that
intervals must have a width of at least q:
Ok+ 1 k > q.

LEMMA 3: For every H E (0, 1], thefunction
e
dO
0O0e-H(02/2)
f(tlH) = t -

_,

e-H(92/2)dO

is increasing in t, with lim,_,
f(ttlH) = 0,
=
and
the
oo,
function
f(tlH)
lim,+.+o

dO
ft Oe-H(02/2)
- t

g(tlH) =

f

e-H(02/2)dO

is decreasingin t, with

= 0.
limt,+0.og(t[H)

lim,__,

g(t|H) = 00

PROOF:
By a change of variableu = tV-H, it is easy
to verify thatf(tlH) = flul1)/V1 and g(tlH) =
g(ul1)/ViH. Given the definition of u, for any
given H > 0, it suffices to prove the claims for

ful 1) andg(ul1). Thesefollowfroml'H6pital's
rule.
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LEMMA 4 (Finite message space): Any PBEC
is a finite partition of the real line into K intervals {(-oo, 01),[01, 02), [02, 03) .... [OK- 1, ) }1
where { Ok}
ik is a strictlyincreasing andfinite
sequence satisfying (10) and (11).
PROOF:
See Appendix.
D. Two-MessageEquilibrium
Having characterizedany equilibriumof the
communicationgame, we now explore its existence. First, we show that a two-message equilibrium always exists, so CB is always able to
credibly communicate something. This stands
in contrastto Crawfordand Sobel's (1982) results, where the bias b has to be small enough
for communication to occur, due to their assumption of a bounded state space.
In a two-message equilibrium,a CB observing 0 < 01 for some real number 01 announces
or "The economy needs low
00 = EI[010<
01],
for all 0
CB announces
inflation,"while
,01
=
ax
or
"The
economy needs high
0,
E[010 01],
inflation."The only IC constraintto be satisfied
with equality by the cutoff type 01 is 01 =
201 - q - 00, so
>f(01)
4(O,))

- g(01) = q.

By Lemma 3, 0 is continuous, strictly increasing and onto with 4(0) = 0. By the Mean Value
Theorem, a solution 02) to this equationalways
exists and is strictly positive. The superscript
"(2)" refers to the numberof messages sent in
this equilibrium.Since g(-) > 0, the last equation also implies the required
> q.
fl(O2))
Since 02) > 0 and the normal
distributionof
0 is symmetric around its mean zero, it follows that 2 < 102)i.e.,2) is closer to zero
than 12).When CB announcesthatlow inflation
is needed, P believes this but sets a relatively
below but not far
high expectation 7r* + HHO2),
from 7r*. When CB says that high inflation is
needed, P's expectationgoes way above 7r*,to
7r* + HO.2). Preference bias skews credible
communication. The higher q, the higher and
the more asymmetric are the two equilibrium
messages.
Since 0I2)> 0, Pr(60)) = Pr(0 802))> 1/2.
That is, somewhat paradoxically,CB
- is ex ante
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more likely to credibly announce that low inflation (7r* + H0o2)< 7r*)is appropriate,even
if the ex ante chance of high and low inflationis
even. CB may even credibly announcebelowH (2) when some modaverageinflation(*
inflation
is truly required
erately above-average
E
So
an
0
(0, 0(2)).
inflation-biasedCB is
by
to
relatively likely
speak like a conservative
one-and get away with it! Credibility forces
CB to be conservative in its announcements.
The alternativetwo-message equilibrium,with
S2) very low and negative and 2 moderately
high and positive, would not be feasible, beand be believed
cause the temptationto say ax2)
would be very strong. The more competentCB
is, the less conservative it can be.
E. EquilibriumExistence and Construction
Our equilibrium characterizationsuggests a
recursive algorithm to construct any equilibrium. Finding the equilibrium with two messages is a trivial nonlinearequationproblem in
one variable, the cutoff 02). Any equilibrium
with more than two messages is a finite sequence solving a second-orderdifference equation, but whose initial value is unknown and
whose final value must satisfy a known restriction. Finding this sequence requires a "shooting" method.
First, define the implicit function h(01, 011H)
by

f

h(OiOIH)
Oe-H(02/2) dO

(1,1H

I
fol

eH(02/2)

dO

Second,noticethatfromLemma4, for k = 1
the inequality(12) reads
01

- E[01 < 01] = 01 -

or 01 > 0*

0 = f(1)

> q,

= f '(q). This provides a lower
bound to the very first (and possibly only) element of the equilibriumsequence I{ jk-1. The
algorithm starts from 01 = 0I, and computes
recursively 00o= E[010< 1], then 01 = 20, -
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q - 00,then02 = h(01, 011H),then02 = 202 q - 01, and so forth. At each step we check
whether the required order is respected, i.e.,
Ok< Ok< Ok+1;if either of these two inequalities fails, we go back to increase 01 and restart.
The algorithm converges at step k such that
k E[010
> Ok].If k < E[010> Ok],we go on;
if Ok> E[010> Ok], we have "overshot"and
need to restart from a higher 01. When we
converge, we have found one equilibriumwith
K messages. Next, we restartthe algorithmfrom
01 = O~IK+ e and look for other equilibria.
When 01 reaches the two-message equilibrium
threshold 012),we have exhausted the equilibrium set.
This algorithm can be used to find all equilibria of the game for a given set of parameters
q, H. Because the parameterspace is bidimensional, the search is cumbersome.To make it a
simple unidimensional search, we study communication in a different space. Suppose that
CB, having observed 0, announces a message
about the magnitude

C-H8 -

=
HCH*
N(0, H-1) -N0,

1).

Clearly, the exact form of communicationis not
important,and the equilibriumpartitionin this
as we are
space is dictated by {\/H O}-i,
In
"changing language." particular,given parametervalues, the set of equilibriais the same,
up to the rescaling.
Under this renormalization,the "composite"
normalizedbias is
(13)

q=

2b(s2 + A)
q=
Hs

Just like q in (7), q is decreasingin competence
H and conservatismA and increasingin inflation
bias b and in nominalrigiditys for s- \. The
distributionof the message is a standardnormal,
invariantto changes in competence and in any
other parameter.Therefore, we have collapsed
all the parametersof the model into the renormalized bias q, and we can solve numerically
for the entire set of equilibria when q ranges
over the positive reals, stopping when q is so
large that only two-message equilibriaremain.
This clearly provides a complete characteriza-
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tion of the equilibriumset, and we can prove
general result numerically.8
After this rescaling, we implement the algorithmdescribedearlierin a simple GAUSS program.First, we find thatthere cannotbe a threemessage equilibriumwheneverq > 0.37. Given
the propertiesof the function 0 establishedearlier, for any q > 0.37, only the two-message
equilibrium exists (it always does). Therefore
our characterizationof the comparativestatics
effects of changes in parameters is complete
when iteratingover values of q in a boundedset
[0, 0.37].
We obtain, and illustrate later numerically,
the following characterization.For every set of
parametervalues, thereexists a maximumnumber of messages (at least two) that can be supportedin a PBEC, and there exists a PBEC with
every integer number of messages up to that
upperbound.We state the resultsin termsof the
original message space.
PROPOSITION 3 (Equilibrium communication of monetary policy): Every PBEC takes
thefollowing form. For every q E (0, oc) defined
in (7), there exists a finite integer N(qj)- 2 and,
for each integer K E {1, ... N(q) }, a finite,
strictly increasing sequence of K + 1 extended
- O(K),which
reals, {
i, 0(K = }jK)~K
a
intervals
K
defines sequence of adjacent
[O(K,
Ok(?) with conditional expectations 6(k =
=
E[00o 5 0 < 0/(1], k 0, 1, ... K 1, with
the following properties. After privately observing a signal realization 0 E [O(K), 0(K)
of the state w, CB sends to P the message
6kK).Therefore,there always exist both a PBEC
with one (uninformative)message K = 1, or
"babbling," and a PBEC with two messages,
N(q) = 2 - K = 2, where CB credibly announces whether required inflation exceeds a

uniquecutoffdictatedby

-(/ax

,

increasing in q. For every q E (0, c) such that
N(q) 3, a nonemptyset, there exist PBEC with
K messages
for every K = 1, 2 ... N(qj).In any

8 There is also a thirdmessage space of interest.The CB
announces the expected inflation target HO - H - .N(0,
H-1) = N(0O,H). In this space the normalized bias is
independentof competence, and the effect of competenceis
entirely loaded on the distributionof the message. A competent CB is less constrainedby the prior,thus more able to
manipulateP's posteriorbeliefs.
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and the interval
PBEC, both the messages IOK)
are spaced at least q = qj/fH
boundaries IOk
apart. The lowestfinite threshold0(10strictlyexceedsf-'(q), which is increasingin q. Thesubsequent thresholds kK),k = 2, 3, ... K, solve the
second-ordernonlineardifferenceequation (11)
with terminal condition O(K) = 00
F. The Value of EquilibriumCommunication
How much does equilibriumcommunication
contributeto welfare? Recall the loss function
from (5). In any PBEC, the unconditionalexpected loss before seeing 0 is
s2H2A
=

+s2 +

A [( -

)2 -q(

- 0)],

wheretheexpectationis takenovertheoutcome
of the PBEC,andwe use the shorthand
I=

b2
Sb2(1
+ s2+ +

A(1

-

H)

=

= LT

s2H2 K- 1
+
s2+
o

(K)))

-(K))2

IV. CompetenceImpliesCredibility
The central result of this paper is the comparative statics effect of competence H on the
structureof the equilibrium.The competenceof
the informed party, CB, has a beneficial effect
on its ability to communicateinformationto P.
Notice that,in the originalmessage space where
CB announcesits private signal 0, competence
H formally plays two roles: it reduces the normalized bias q, and it determinesthe probability
distribution of the private signal 0 -~
(0,
H- 1), thus the functionh(" 1H)definedearlierto
constructthe equilibriummessage space.
The first strategiceffect of competenceis the
power of the words. Competence H is the
weight that P puts on CB's credible announcement 0 in forming an expectationof inflation.In
fact, inflation expectationsx(A) contain a term
HOwhich is just P's expectation,conditionalon
the announcement0 of CB's updated inflation
target HO:namely, from (4),

E[10L(1)]

for the part of the indirect loss that does not
depend on announcements, namely, the loss
E[L(010)]when CB always tells the truthand P
believes it. In this case, no communicationstrategy issue remains, and the only role of
competence H is to enhance the value of flexibility and to enable a better monetary policy.
Indeed, LT declines in H.
After some manipulations,it is easy to show
that, for any equilibriumwith K messages:
L
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e-(2/2)H~

(r

where the sum of integrals is E[Var[010
ex0 < q, H]], the ex anteunconditional

+
pectationof the ex post varianceof 0 in P's

beliefs after CB communicatesaccordingto the
PBEC. This quantityranges from 0 when truthtelling is an equilibriumto Var[O]= 1/H when
no communication take places in equilibrium.
So 1 - HE[Var[OlO( 5 0 < O/
H]] is the
reduction
in
the
variance
due to
+1q,
percentage
communication,a measureof credibility.

x(A) -

s

*-

b = HO = E[HOIA,lp]

= E[E[w|0,lc]6A,0,].
If P knows that CB deems its own information
0 to be accurate,then P also knows that CB will
put a large H weight on the private signal 0,
relative to the weight 1 - H thatCB puts on the
prior expectation of w, normalized to 0. The
reasonfor this strategiceffect is simple. In CB's
best response (the monetary policy function
(3)), competence H affects the weight that CB
puts on its own privateinformation,as opposed
to inflationexpectationsand to its inflationpreferences ATr*+ sb.
Since P cares only about anticipatingCB's
moves, when formulating the expectation of
HO, P will use the same value of H as CB.
Knowing that P adopts the competence weight
H, CB knows that P's inflation forecast error
7 - x and the resultingoutputgap y depend on
H(0 0). The largeris H, the smaller the "lie"
(0 0) that CB needs to tell to align the output
gap to the desired rate b. At the same time, CB
+ HO as
must choose inflation as close to
to
to
the
needs.
So
possible respond
economy's
the larger is CB's competence H, the smaller
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CB's incentives to claim a very different 0 than
the one it truly observed, and the finer the
communication structurethat P trusts. The interplay between the two conflicting objectives,
output(which requiresan inflationsurprise)and
inflation (which requires an appropriateinflation rate), generatesthis effect. Setting the right
inflation rate for the state of the economy and
surprisingP optimally is impossible because P
has a prior it relies upon, so CB must trade off
the two. The more competent CB is, the more
weight it puts on the first objective, and the
more P can believe CB.
If CB hadjust one biasedobjective,as in Crawford and Sobel's (1982) originalgame, then this
effect would disappear.This occurswhen A = 0,
so CB's objective is just L(y, ir) = E[(y Then, in (3), CB puts no weight on its
b)2IUcB].
own privateinformation(the weight on 0 is AMH).
Therefore,a change in competencehas no effect
on CB's actions, and P has no more nor fewer
reasons to believe what a more competentCB
says. It is easy to show that as A \ 0, the normalizedbias q explodes,the equilibriummessage
partitionchangessmoothly,andthe effect of competence on credibility disappearscontinuously,
with no discontinuityat A = 0. In fact, for a
sufficientlysmall but positive A, just like for a
sufficientlysmall but positive H, the normalized
bias q is so high that the only nontrivialequilibriumhas two messages.As A declinesfurtherand
approacheszero, the expectedvalue of communication with two messages declines (the unique
cutoff 02) goes to -oo), and so does the comparative staticseffect of competence(cf. (7)). WhenA
reaches zero and the normalizedbias q reaches
infinity,we have the limitingcase of no communication (babbling is the unique equilibrium),
where competenceis irrelevant.
The second strategic effect of competence is
the credibility of likely announcements. The
more competent is CB, the more likely it is to
observe a true 0 near its (zero) average. So, P
can believe announcementsby CB that are very
far from the priorexpectation(zero) only if they
are made by a larger set of CB types, because
such announcementsare unlikely to be truthful.
This implies that the equilibrium partition is
coarserin the tails, and by the same token finer
in the middle nearzero, where the privatesignal
ois likely to be from P's viewpoint. Again, this
is all irrelevantif A = 0 and CB has no con-
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flicting objectives.This discussion suggests that
the effects of competence on credibilityhold in
any Bayesian communication game, provided
that the sender has conflicting objectives and is
uncertainabout one of the two.
To establish formally the effects of changes
in competence H on the equilibriumsequences
K = 1, 2, ... N(q, H), we again use the
{
Ok}=0,
that collapses all parametersinto
normalization
the rescaled bias q. An increase in competence
is equivalentto a decrease in q. We vary q and
compute numerically all equilibria. We obtain
the main result of this paper:
PROPOSITION4 (Competence implies credibility): The maximumnumber of PBEC messages is anfiniteintegerN(q) 2, nonincreasing
in the compositebias q in (13),- thus nonincreasing in the inflationbias b and nondecreasingin
competenceH and conservatismA, with lim,o
N(q) = oo.For a given q (parameter set), comparing across the multiple equilibria with 1,
2, ... N(q) messages, the minimumexpectedloss
and the minimumpercentage reduction in P's
belief variance due to communicationare both
attained by the equilibriumwith the finest partition K = N(q). These minimized values are
increasing in q.
Equilibriaare Pareto ranked by the number
of messages. So, even if the game always has
multiple equilibria(at least babbling and twomessage, but usuallymore), it is naturalto focus
on the equilibriumwith the finestpartitionof N(q)
messages. A simple forwardinductionargument
equimay be used to select this Pareto-dominant
librium.CB has to announcea message that can
only be part of this best equilibrium.If P plays
along, CB has indeed an incentive to announce
thatmessage,andP to believe it, so the announcement and the Pareto-dominantequilibriumare
self-enforcing.Because in this equilibriumthe
numberof elementsandthe associated"variance"
measure of credibilityare increasingin H, we
concludethatcompetenceimplies credibility.
V. NumericalExamples
The numericalsolutionof the gameallowsus to
prove Proposition4 and to illustratethe comparative statics effects of changes in bias,
competence, and conservatismon the extent of
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communication.
Forcomparative
staticspurposes,
foreachparameter
we focuson the
configuration,
Pareto-dominant
withthefinestmesequilibrium
sagespace,whichmaximizesthe scopeforcommunication.We derive the results with the
fortherescaledmessagespace,butwe
algorithm
in the originalmessagespace.
them
present
Since we normalized = 1, we express
o,, Forexample,we
in percentage
points.
quantities
assumean averagedesiredinflationratee* = 2.
Thisimplies
Pr(0= rr*- 2o- 7r*
ax<
+ wo-57T*+ 2u- = 4) = 0.99,
that is, the true inflationtargetis almost always
between 0 and 4 percent.
A key parameteris s, the degree of nominal
rigidityin the economy,and the responseof output(growth)to a unitimpulseto surpriseinflation.
Althoughthe debateaboutthis numberis open,to
allow a largescope for communicationwe set it at
a relativelylow s = 0.25: a 1-percentunexpected
inflation raises output growth by 0.25 percent.
From (8), this implies that the normalizedbias/
competenceratio q is decreasingin the nominal
rigidityof the economy,s, as long as the relative
weight on inflationin CB's preferences(conservatism) A is smallerthan 16. It seems plausible
that any CB, even those publicly committedto
price stabilityonly, wouldcare aboutreal activity
at least this much.
Consistent with the claims made by central
bankers against their own time inconsistency,
we allow for a strongconservatismA = 5 and a
tiny inflation bias, b = 0.0002. This implies a
normalizedbias
2-0.02.

5+16
S1

H5-

6H

4

We study the probability distribution of the
equilibriummessages 0, for a range of values of
the competence parameterH = (1 + o7)-'. By
the Bayesian natureof the equilibriumand the
martingale property of posterior beliefs, communicationis on average unbiased:
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K-1

E[]=

>

<(K)

O(K)Pr(

K- 1

(K)

-(02/2)H

0

+ 00

-J

e

1

dO

(82/2)H

= 6e dO = 0.

7r

Figure 1 reveals a few more, interestingfacts.
First, even for the tiny inflation bias chosen,
two hundredths of 1 percent, communication
is fairly coarse. The number of credible messages never exceeds 6, as opposed to the
uncountable support of 0. In fact, an inflation
bias exceeding 1 results in q > 2, even for the
perfectly competent CB (H = 1), and this can
be shown to prevent any communication other
than the simple two-message equilibrium.
Therefore, any meaningful communication
between CB and P requires that P perceive
almost no meaningful bias in CB's preferences. Even if the temptation to surprise inflation is very modest and presents itself very
occasionally (when the observed 0 is extreme), it still hampers communication most
of the time, especially for incompetent CBs.
Second, for every value of the competence
parameterH, the message distributionis skewed
above its average value of 2. This is a consequence of the inflation bias, which makes
announcements of low inflation incredible,
even when CB truly observes a signal of low
required inflation 0. CB cannot announce a
very low inflation target because P would not
believe it.
Third, as communicationis unbiased on average, to compensatefor skewness CB must be
relatively likely to announcebelow-average inflation. In orderto offset the perceptionof bias,
CB, especially if not highly competent, must
speak as a moderatelyconservativeone most of
the time. This result has been proven in general
for the two-message equilibrium.
Fourth,as CB's competence H rises and the
normalized bias/competence ratio q declines,
the maximum numberof messages that can be
sent by CB to P in equilibriumrises from 2 to 6.
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FIGURE
1
Notes: Examples of equilibrium(finest) message space for differentvalues of competenceH. In each panel the privatesignal
0 is
1/H). Each panel illustratesthe reports 0 of 0 that the CB can credibly announce to P in equilibrium,and the
unconditionalprobabilityof each announcement.The unconditionalmean is 2.

At the same time, the distributionof messages
becomes gradually more symmetric and concentratedaroundthe mean, approachingthe distributionaf(O, H-1) of the private signal 0 that
CB truly observes. These phenomena are an
illustration of the beneficial effect of competence on credibility.
Figure 2 quantifiesthe gains from communication in a scale-free metric, invariantto affine
transformationsof payoffs. We plot the percentage reduction in the variance of the private
signal 0 from the unconditionalvalue H- to the
value E[Var[OtOk
- 0 < Ok+1]Iq,H] attainedby
the best possible equilibrium communication
H
{( NBki q) This is a rough measure of the
amount of information that CB can fruitfully
pass to P. We see that this magnitude is substantial, in relative terms, and increasing in
competence.

VI. Extensions
We now discussthe robustnessof ourresultsto
extensionsandvariationsof the model.9We show
that, dependingon the setup, competenceeither
enhancesor, in the least interestingcases, has no
effect on credibility.We speculateon the circumstancesunderwhichthe oppositeresult,thatcompetenceis detrimentalto credibility,may emerge,
althoughwe could not find such an example,so
this remainsan open question.Ourearlierdiscussion suggests that the basic intuitionbehind the
resultextendsto all communicationgames where
the senderhas conflictingobjectivesrepresented
by smoothpayoff functions.

9 I thank two anonymous referees for suggesting the
analysis of the first three subsections.
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A. Alternative Sources of Uncertainty
Ourmodel of CB's privateinformationfollows
a traditionin the literaturewhich specifiesuncertaintyin the desiredinflationrate.This is a parsimoniousbut equivalentrepresentation
for several
shocks, such as to the demandfor money. This
specification easily accommodates uncertainty
aboutthe mean inflationtarget rr*.Indeed,only
+ w mattersfor equilibrium.We now
the sum
-r*
alternative
consider
sourcesof uncertainty.
that
the
unknown
state of naturew is
Suppose
a shock that affects output
(14)

y = s( r-

x) + to.

Equilibrium output y differs from c only because of inflation surprises. As before, w is
Gaussian and CB privately observes a signal
0 = w + e of the shock o contaminated with
Gaussiannoise e. Now CB's competenceconsists
of its abilityto estimatethis shock w. The natural
interpretationof o is potential output, realized
when inflation expectationsare correct.
There are two naturalspecifications of CB's
objective. First, suppose that CB wants to keep
actual output above the natural rate by an
amount b, so that

*r(x)= arg min E[(y - o - b)2
+(TsTS(x

+ b) +

Ar*

where the second equality follows after replacing outputy from (14) and solving the minimization problem. In this case, uncertaintyover
the naturalrate of output o does not matterfor
equilibrium play: whatever potential output w
happens to be, CB wants to overshoot it by a
known b. To do so, CB sets a best response that
depends only on P's expectations, not on CB's
private information.This is a standardBarroGordon game. Competence plays no role, because CB does not care aboutlearningthe state
o. Therefore,this specificationis inappropriate
to capturethe idea that CB has privateinformation that is relevant to its decisions.
In the second specification, CB does not
know potential output and sets a target b for
actual output:
7T(x)= arg min E[(y- b)2 + A(7T- r*)21DCB]
'IT

= arg min E[(sr - sx + o - b)2
+ k(,U -_

*)21 CB*
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The interpretation
is that the naturalrate of
outputis on averageE[w]= 0 andCB wantsto
exceed it by b. In this case, uncertaintyabout
potentialoutputmatters.This case is formally
equivalentto CB havingprivatebut imperfect
informationabout its own inflationbias. For
instance,CB may not knowexactlythe degree
in the economy,as capof monopolydistortions
turedby to.Or,a new(E)CBmaybe unsureabout
of its committee
members.
thepreferences
Sincethiscase is of particular
interest,we go
throughthe samestepsas beforeto show that,
andwhy the mainresultsstill obtain.GivenP's
E-A], CB's
inflationexpectationx(A) = E[LrrO
and
information
its
0
previous anprivate
nouncement
A, CB solves
= E[(siT- sx(A) + v - b)2
min{L(A,7rIO)
+ A(- -

*

E A]
E[rBR(o,x)IO
A7r* + sb + s2x(A) - sHO(A)

Ss2+A
[b - HO(A)].

+

=

Replacingthis expressioninto CB's best-rex(A)),we obtainan
sponseinflationrate rBR(O,
equilibriuminflationrate given CB's private
A:
signal 0 andannouncement
axt(O,A)

=

+S2O(A) + AO
s2 +

s

7T*

+ A[b - H

Subtractingexpectations from this expression
and rearrangingterms, the equilibriuminflation
forecast error

)21

The uniquebest responseis
x(A)) =
"BR(O,

x(A) =

MARCH2007

AIr* + s2x(A) + s(b - HO)
hA -axs2
S2

As before, competence H is the weight that CB
places, when setting its policy, on its own private information 0 about the state of the economy. The only formal, but substantivelyirrelevant, difference is that now a high potential
output shock co calls for a noninflationary
response, i.e., 0 enters negatively, because a
high potential output ao(as suggested by a high
0) already stimulates output above the desired
level b, calling for monetarytightening.
P's rational expectation of inflation isio

'o Notice that, if we redefineb = b - HO,then this CB
behaves like one that has, and knows for sure (but privately),
an inflationbias equal to b. FromP's viewpoint,this inflation
bias is uncertainwithb = b - HO- N(b,H). Therefore,in this
case the "competenceparameter"H measuresthe uncertainty
of P's beliefs aboutCB's inflationbias.If H = 0, thenP knows
exactlyhow biasedCB is, andno residualuncertaintyremains.
In fact, no announcementcan be believed.The higherH, the
more uncertainis P about the motives for CB's announcements, and the more P pays attention.

r(O,A) - x(A) = s2

s

H[O(A) - O]

is positiveif andonly if P's expectationsabout
the supplyside shock w, following CB's announcement,are too optimistic from CB's
viewpoint.Using this expressionin the aggre(growth
gatesupplycurvegives an equilibrium
rateof) output
y(O, A) = s[ir(O, A) - x(A)] + ov
+x
s2s2H

[O(A) - 0] + w.

Finally, conditionalon the privaterealizationof
the optimalinflationtarget0 and on the message
A that CB announcesabout 0, the expected loss
in equilibriumis
A)
ax(AJO)= E[(y(O, A) - b)2 + Aax(Tr(0,

-

= 1- H
2r*)2]

[(A + s2)b - H(s20(A) + A0)]2

A(A+ s2)
where we add and subtractHO from the first
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squaredexpression, then use E[(w - HO) O] =
0 and E[(o - HO)210] = Var[ol0] = 1 - H.
Now let
s2 _

0=

(A),

which is simply a "change of language" or
message space, which does not depend on bias
b or competence H. Ratherthan announcingA
or, equivalently, 0 = E[00CE A], CB announces
a message 0, without changing the content of
communication. Then we can rewrite the loss
from announcementA as follows:

1
ax(A0()=-H+b2(1

)
-

H2A(O
- 2bH(O
- O) +
S2
TheIC constraintthatPBECannouncements
in
A must satisfy requiresthat,when observing
0 E A, CB prefersto reportmessage 0 =
E A] ratherthan any other
-(s2/A) E0[TITG
messagein ~. Formally,
ax(9O) L(o'1).
<Replacing the expressions above and recalling
the definition of normalized bias/competence
ratio q from (7), this is equivalent to
(0 - 0')(0 + 0' - 20 + sq)

O.

From here, the analysis proceeds as in the previous case, with the only (irrelevant)difference
thatthe normalizedbiasis sq ratherthanq, andthe
messagespacehas beenreformulated
accordingly.
Our main results go through.In particular,competenceimplies credibility(Proposition4).
The intuition behind the main result also remains the same as in the baseline model. CB
cares about surprisinginflation expectations to
stimulateoutput,but also about inflationper se,
with weight A. In the baseline model, CB is not
sure aboutthe latterobjective. In this version of
the model, it is not sureabouthow expansionary
a given inflation rate is, because output is also
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driven by a supply-side shock w. If CB did not
care aboutinflation,A = 0, then the game would
be a standardBarro-Gordongame with just one
biased objective, with the only added twist that
the bias is b - HO rather than b (cf. the best
responseinflationrate when A = 0). Since 0 has
zero mean, P expects b - HOto be equal to b on
average. From the point of view of P, this is
exactly like the perfect information situation.
This game has no equilibrium,as both expected
inflationand actualinflationwould be pushed to
infinity (cf. (2.2) with A = 0). Whatever CB
observes, on averageP expects it to try to inflate
the economy. Lack of CB's concerns for the
costs of inflationleads to no equilibrium.Notice
that the change of language is meaningful as
long as A > 0. When inflationmatters(A > 0)
and its costs discipline monetarypolicy, then P
can believe something of what CB says. But
then the actual realization of private information 0 matters, and again competence H measures the weight that CB places on 0 in the
outputpartof its objective.A very competentCB
thatobservesa very high 0 thinksthatthe supply
shock w is high and outputneeds no furthermonetarystimulus,so CB is less inclinedto give in to
temptationfrom the inflation b. Thus, its announcementof a low inflationrateis more credible than one made by an incompetentCB.
Two possible specificationsof uncertaintyremain, concerning the parametersA and s. Preferences for inflation A are plausibly CB's
private information,but it is hard to think of
reasons why a CB's governing body would be
persistentlyuncertainabout its own A. The degree of nominalrigiditys, instead,is a structural
parameterof the model, and not a preference
parameterof CB. Thus, it is reasonableto think
that CB has some private view/signal about s,
but is not certain about its value. However,
unlike shocks to desired inflation and to the
naturalrate of output, it is plausible that s is
slowly changing,and thus quickly learnedby P.
We do not pursue this possibility further,
because our starting point is the competence
of CB in evaluating fresh new information
every period, the type of uncertainty that
makes discretionary policy valuable in the
first place. As the dynamicanalysis developed
latersuggests,the competenceof CB mattersmost
when the state of nature that CB estimates is
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sufficientlyvariableover time to preserveasymmetryof information.
B. Alternative Specificationsof Central Bank
Competenceand Preferences
So far, we have defined the "competence"
of CB to be its ability to accurately read the
state of the economy and to set the optimal
policy target accordingly. Alternatively, we
can think of "competence" as the ability to
actually implement a chosen target. Formally,
fix the noise in the observation 0 of the state
w, thus in the choice of the policy target rr.
Suppose that CB cannot directly control inflation, but rather an intermediate instrument
m, such as the Federal Funds overnight rate,
which affects inflation with some noise: 7r =
m + C, where
1/It). Then fA
captures this second -meaning of ability. It is
clear that the structure of equilibria is the
same as in the game analyzed in this paper,
but changes in "competence" H have no impact on equilibrium credibility. Hence, the
beneficial effects of competence on credibility are restricted to the meaning given in this
paper to the term "competence." This raises a
semantic issue: which is the most appropriate
notion of CB's "competence?" This question
has a substantive counterpart: what is the
hardest part of a CB's job-choosing the
appropriatecourse of action, or implementing
it? The current practice of monetary policy
and statements by its practitioners suggests
that, consistently with the view taken in this
paper, CB's main concern is the former task,
formulating the optimal policy, albeit considerable resources are also devoted to implement it correctly and effectively.
The quadratic loss function specification
widely adopted in Barro-Gordon policy
games, and often justified as a local Taylor
approximation to a more general loss function, is important for the results. In particular, the marginal cost of deviating from truthtelling is initially negligible and increases
slowly. Suppose instead that CB is very riskaverse concerning large deviations of inflation and output from a reasonable range: both
deflation and excessive inflation have ominous consequences. For example, CB engages
in "macro-risk management." If the accept-

able range is common knowledge and CB
privately formulates a target for inflation or
output within that range, then our intuition
will stand. An incompetent CB risks making
big mistakes when trying to fine-tune the
economy, so it cannot be trusted when announcing a target, especially near the boundaries of the range. A competent CB would be
more comfortable taking such risks, so one
would expect it to be more credible in those
circumstances. If, instead, CB has private information only about the acceptable range for
inflation and output, rather than about numerical values of the targets, then a less competent CB will be more conservative when trying
to manipulateoutput,for fear of makingthe fatal
big mistake.In this quitedifferentscenario,competence is potentiallydetrimentalto credibility,
although it remains an open question whether
other effects might be sufficiently strongto preserve the basic result.
C. Dynamics
What happens when the game is repeated
over and over? Reputational effects from repeated play can sustain a host of equilibria
and lessen incentive constraints in the presence of private information. As mentioned
earlier, the kind of CB private information
that we are interested in concerns shocks that
are not too persistent, because those are the
types of shocks that require flexibility to be
addressed.
The literatureon repeatedgames with evolving private informationis thin. The closest reference is Athey, Atkeson, and Kehoe (2005),
who study a repeatedversion of this monetary
policy game. As alreadymentioned,in orderto
preclude any role for communication,they assume that states w are i.i.d. over time, and
expectationsareformedeach periodby P before
CB privately observes the signal 0, which is
equal to w; i.e., CB is perfectly competent.
Through a dynamic mechanism design approach,they characterizethe best equilibriumof
the infinitely repeatedgame, which they implement via an optimal inflation cap: CB is prohibited from setting inflation above some
optimal mandated level. Our analysis differs
from theirs in two respects:we are interestedin
the role of communication, and we assume
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away the ability of P to restrict CB's actions
throughbinding rules.
There exists no analysis of repeatedpartisan
advice. A few authorshave analyzed repeated
rounds of cheap talk communication("conversation")before playing a one-shot game (Robert
Aumann and Sergiu Hart 2003; Vijay Krishna
and John Morgan 2004). The idea of a twosided conversationdoes not seem too relevantin
a monetarypolicy context, where CB faces a P
comprising millions of people. Here we are
interestedin a differentkind of situation,where
each period the state of the economy changes,
CB has some privateinformationaboutit, and a
new stage game is played.
To simplify the analysis and to gain some
insight, we restrictattentionto the case of i.i.d.
draws for the state of the economy o across
periods, as in Athey, Atkeson, and Kehoe
(2005), but we maintainour timing of actions in
the stage game to preservea role for communication: P sets expectationsafter CB observes 0.
We also assume that P observes without error
the inflation rate chosen by CB and, ex post,
CB's realized signal 0.11
A complete characterizationof the equilibrium set of such a complex game goes well
beyond the scope of this article. As in the static
case, we focus on equilibriawhere the amount
of communication is maximized. A standard
way to supportthis favorable outcome is grim
trigger.Since "babbling"(no communication)is
always a PBEC of the one-shot game, "babbling
forever"is also a PBEC of the repeatedgame.
Hence, P can credibly threatenCB to revert to
babbling forever, that is, to never trust CB
again, if CB ever lies. We now show that this
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threatcansupporttruth-telling
for a sufficiently
competentCB.
If CB alwaystells the truthand P believes
whateverCB says, the flow loss is
LT=

L(0 0) =b2(1

+ A(1

+

-

H).

In the repeated babbling equilibrium where
no announcement is believed, 0 = 0 always,
and the expected flow loss for a CB that observed a signal 0 is
2

S= E[L(010)] = E[ s2

02 -

E[2bsHO]

s2H2A
+ LT = s2 +Var[0]
s2HA

= s2+

+

T.

Importantly,a more competentCB enjoys a
betteroutcomefromthe babblingequilibrium,
thanksto its abilityto managethe economy:
daxB
dH

s2A

S= s 2 2 ++

A2

- A = - s2
Jk2

< 0.

Therefore,the threatof grim triggerby P is less
punishing for a more competent CB. This implies that a more competentCB's incentives are
not obviously in favor of truth-telling.
Finally, the one-shot gain from deviating for
one period from truth-telling,when P believes
whatever CB says, is given by the best possible
lie. After choosing the optimal lie and plugging
it back:

" We could also assumethatP neverobserves0. CB
wouldneverdeviateby firsttellinga "lie"(a messagenot
b s(+ A+)2
minL(010) = s2A
associatedto the draw0 in theprescribed
and
equilibrium)
thenchoosinganinflationratethatis consistentwiththelie.
This announcement-action
sequencewouldpreserveequilibriumplayin thefuture,becausedeedswouldbe matched
s2 +A
- 2bsHb sAH+ LT
to wordsandP wouldnotdetectthe lie. But it wouldalso
s2A
increasethe short-runloss relativeto equilibrium
play.In
fact,CB wouldforceitselfto takethe wrongactionjustto
s2 + A
preservecredibility,and it can achieve this goal more
= LT
b2 =D,
cheaplyby not lying andtakingthe appropriate
monetary
action(talkis cheap,inflationis not). Hence,we restrict
attentionto deviationsfromequilibriumannouncements,
which is independentof 0 andis also smallerthan
followedby the staticbestinflationrategivenP's expectathe flow loss in the truth-tellingequilibrium,axT,
tions. This alwaysallows P to detectlies, as if P truly
observedthe 0 realization.
by an amountindependentof competenceH.
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Truth-telling is supported as a Perfect
Bayesian Nash Equilibrium of the repeated
game if the present discounted value of the
loss from truth-telling is smaller than the flow
loss from deviating and surprisinga trusting P
and then being punishedwith reversionto babbling forever:
Lr

I-P-1 -<

LB '

-

1-0'

where0 E (0, 1) denotesthe discountfactor.
Replacingthe expressionsaboveandsimplifying, this conditionis equivalentto
(15)

b

sA -1

-

H,7

which is more likely to hold, the more competent, unbiased, and patient CB is. In this sense,
a more competentCB is more credible,because
it is more likely to be able to supporta truthtelling equilibriumthroughgrim trigger.
The Appendix investigates the structureof
equilibria when (15) fails. We show that equilibria with communication supportedby grim
triggertake again a partitionalform,just like in
the static case, and we provide an algorithmto
compute such equilibria and study the comparative statics properties of changes in competence H when this is too small to support
truth-telling.
D. AlternativeImpedimentsto Credibility
The beneficial impact of (a reputation for)
competence on credibility that we have discussed in this paper may apply beyond the
inflation bias to other sources of time inconsistency. A formal analysis is beyond the scope of
this paper.But two importantexamples come to
mind and are worth discussing.
First, the "stabilizationbias" (Clarida, Gall,
and Gertler 1999): when an adverse cost shock
hits the economy, CB would like to commit to
raise future nominal interest rates, in order to
subdue currentinflation expectation. Once this
goal has been attained,however, the promised
rise in interest rates is undesirable,thus timeinconsistent. If CB has some superiorinformation about either the cost shock or just its own
interpretationof the effects, then it will have an
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incentive to downplay the inflation risks, or to
announce/signal a tightening bias for the medium run. But P should not believe CB's announcements and stated intentions, due to the
aforementionedtime inconsistency. Then our
mechanism comes into play.
Second, the "CNBCeffect" (Morrisand Shin
2002): when privateagents have a coordination
motive that depends on an unobserved state of
the economy, and valuable private information
on this state is dispersed across the population,
then a public announcementthat becomes common knowledge serves as a focal point for coordinationof expectations and actions. Private
agents place a suboptimalweight on their own
private information,in favor of the commonly
known public information,because they expect
the other agents to do the same and to coordinate their actions accordingly. As a consequence, if the public announcementis imprecise
relative to privateinformation,too much of the
latteris ignoredin formulatingexpectationsand
actions, so the public announcementis socially
harmfulon average.
Morris and Shin do not allow the public announcementto be withheld, but in our context
this possibility becomes natural.In their linear
Gaussian model, in many respects similar to
ours, CB would always choose a bang-bang
solution, either full communicationor no communication,dependingon the precision of CB's
information(see ChristianHellwig 2002 for a
similar conclusion in a monetary general equilibriummodel). This particulareffect, however,
unlike the generalidea behind the CNBC effect,
appearsto be model-specific. It is not too difficult to imagine a different setup where a relatively incompetentCB, one that is moderately
confidentin its information,would add noise to
its announcements and engage in "opaque"
communication,or be intentionallyvague, again
in the style of the cheap talk equilibriumanalyzed in this paper.Again, competenceandtransparency would go hand in hand, at least over
some range.
E. Reputationfor Competenceand Reputation
for Conservatism
Canice Prendergast and Lars Stole (1996)
first analyzed the effects of a concern for a
reputationfor competence on noncheapactions,
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and Morris (1997) on cheap talk, while Morris
(2001) focuses on the effects of a reputationfor
bias on cheap talk. Suppose that both CB's
competenceand its bias areprivateinformation.
Therefore, CB's decision to commit or not to
a rule (to resist proposed incentive schemes or
delegation) may convey information about its
competence and bias, and have an impact on
P's expectations about policy and the credibility of announcements. CB's choice of a
discretionary policy may be interpreted by P
not as a sign of bias, or lack thereof, but
rather as an expression of competence and of
the value attributedto flexibility. Discretion is
not necessarily punished by P with high inflationary expectations, as it usually is in the
literature on time-inconsistent monetary policy, because CB has many motives to choose
discretion.
In this light, the ECB's rigidity,relativeto the
Fed, can be due either to the need to convince
the private sector that the ECB did not inherit
the historical bias of the Bundesbank,or due to
its "incompetence"relative to the formidable
task thatit faces. Conversely,the Fed's activism
and ability to shape expectationsthroughcommunicationmay be explained by the reputation
for competence acquired during Greenspan's
tenure, which resolves any doubts of inflationbiased discretionarypolicy.
F. Central Bank's Over/Underconfidence
Finally, relax the assumption of common
prior beliefs. Suppose that CB believes it is
more competentthan P thinks it is. That is, CB
is relativelyoverconfidentin its own ability,and
the two players agree to disagree on the key
parameterH. As documentedby an ample psychology literature, human beings have an almost innate tendency to overestimatetheir own
ability. Clearly, CB's overconfidencehas a beneficial effect on communication and welfare.
The reason is that CB is benevolent, and its
incentives to truthfulcommunicationdepend on
its perceived degree of competence.A confident
CB is self-disciplined, even if it thinks that P
incorrectly (in CB's view) disagrees with this
assessment, it acts paternalistically, and it
chooses a transparentapproach.In turn, P believes CB because it knows that CB believes it
is right.
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Conversely,suppose thatcompetenceis CB's
private information,which is discovered by P
over time from monetarypolicy performance.If
CB gets lucky early on, then it enjoys what it
knows to be an excessive reputationfor competence, and becomes relatively underconfident.
Nonetheless, due to the beneficial effects of
(reputationfor) competence on credibility, CB
has no reason to reveal its incompetence. This
result stands in contrast to that in Morris and
Shin (2002), where a benevolent policymaker
who knows it possesses valuable but imprecise
information would prefer not to announce it
publicly. When both bias and the CNBC effect
are present,CB would have to tradeoff the two
effects in relayingto P its confidencein its own
forecasts.
VII. Conclusions
Communicationand transparencyare taking
center stage in the analysis and in the practiceof
monetary policy. We analyze a simple setting
where a central bank has an incentive to communicate to the private sector its intentions,
based on its own reading of the state of the
economy. Communicationfinds an impediment
in a classic inflation bias, giving rise to time
inconsistency. We uncover two separatebeneficial effects of the competenceof a CB at doing
its job on the credibilityand transparencyof its
monetarypolicy.
Our findings suggest a possible explanation
for the common wisdom that a CB's governing body should speak with one voice. Dissenting and conflicting opinions leaked by its
members to the public are likely to convey the
impression of confusion and/or diverging
views. In terms of our model, this amounts to
"incompetence": CB appears to lack a clear
and focused idea of what needs to be done,
even if individual members of the board think
they do.12 This public perception undermines
CB's credibility and ability to "manage"markets' expectations. Knowing that its words
carry less weight in expectations, CB exag12
De Haan and David-JanJensen (2004) find that statements by different(groups of) Europeancentralbankerson
the interestrate,inflation,and economic growthhave indeed
been contradictory,although they have been converging
over time.
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gerates its announcements, making things
even worse. This may be an equilibrium outcome of our game, without resorting to some
form of bounded rationality in markets, only
if CB's competence is its private information,
so that it cares about its reputation for competence. Exploring this environment is a natural direction of future research.
Another open question is under which circumstances, if any, the opposite result holds,
namely, competence is detrimental to credibility. While this is an interesting possibility,
Section VI shows that, within our class of
monetary policy games, the beneficial effects
of competence on credibility are robust. Indeed, in this respect, there is nothing special
about central banking, and the analysis supports the same intuition in any communication game where the sender has conflicting
objectives and is uncertain about the nonbiased part of his preferences. An important
example is an electoral campaign, where each
candidate has an ideological bias, but also a
concern for setting a correct social policy. An
extreme but very competent candidate may
prevail over a centrist incompetent opponent.
More concretely, consider a candidate for
president, who is leading in the polls and has
a known preference for strong employment
protection, but believes that the economy in
its current state cannot tolerate rigid labor
markets. If he is perceived to be very competent on labor issues, he will be able to make a
credible campaignpromise to introduceno new
employmentprotection.Otherwise,whateverhe
says, mass layoffs will occur when his election
appearslikely.
APPENDIX
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Since this must be true for every N and every
N unbounded below, this contradicts
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Lemma 3.
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where the last inequalityfollows from Ok Ok.
By contradiction,suppose Okgrows unbounded
with k. Then by Lemma 3, limk-_ g(OkIH)= 0,
so for every s > 0 there exists K, such that
g(OkH) < e for all k > K,, and therefore
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4:
First, we show that the sequence { Ok) is
bounded below. By contradiction:for every N
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Ok) for some k- 1 > --o. By definition of
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Rearranging,
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This fact, along with Ok+1
Proposition2, finally proves
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So we have establishedthatwe can alwayssatisfy
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where E[L(010)]is the expected flow loss from
equilibrium play, and E[(0 - 0)2] is the expected variance of 0 conditioning on equilibrium communication.The incentive constraint,
comparing equilibrium play to a deviation to
another of the equilibrium messages followed
by babbling forever, is
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But notice that for e = 8 = 0, the leftmost term
is strictly largerthan the rightmostterm, so this
inequalitymust be violated for some e, 6 small
enough, and k > max(Ks, Ke), the desired
contradiction.
Dynamic Analysis when (15) Fails.-When
condition (15) fails, we can constructequilibria
with partial communication,supportedby the
threatof grim triggerto "babblingforever"(flow
loss axD)afterP detects a lie by CB "outsidethe
equilibrium"partition(message space).
First, we show that equilibriaare again partitional also in this dynamic setting. Given any
equilibrium,whether partitionalor not, the associated payoff when observing 0 and announcing 0 is
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The payoff from a deviation (the left-handside)
must fall short of the damage (the right-hand
side), which is the decrease in the variance of
the signal 0 from the prior 1/H = E[02] to the
posterior after communication lE[(0 - 0)2]
_
1/H. This latterinequalityis the same condition
as in the static game (cf. equation (6)), except
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that the zero on the right-handside is replaced
by a positive magnitude.
Let
S

f

4-

q

1

(1
(H H

I1P-06-'

-

E[(0-

0)2] .

When 0' < 0, namely, when comparing the
equilibriummessage with a downwardlie, this
is equivalentto reduce the normalizedbias, as 4
< q, and the inequality becomes
'

-

2 -

4,

which is less binding than the analogous condition in the static case 0' < 20 - 0 - q. That is,
lower equilibriummessages 0' can be closer to
the message 0 prescribedfor type 0. So CB is
more credible because the lie is followed by a
punishment.When 0' > 0, when comparingthe
equilibriummessage with an upwardlie, this is
equivalent to increase the normalized bias, as
4 > q, and the inequality becomes
'

20 -

-

4,

which is less binding than the analogous con20 - 0 - q. In
dition in the static case 0'
takes the
either direction, the equilibrium
form of a partition of the state space, where
the interval's bounds solve the two conditions
above with equality, and messages are as
usual the conditional means of 0 inside those
intervals:

Ok=

Ok-1+ Ok+
2

4

Oe-(H02/2)
ddO.

k
Ok -

I

This double recursion allows us to construct
all equilibria, similarly to the static case, and
to verify the comparative statics effects of
changes in H. For given parametervalues, the
best equilibrium's partitionis finer than in the
static case. Given the tail propertiesof the normal distribution,there always exists a two-message equilibrium.
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